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18.0 MGIIT COMBAT RIJLES
All combat ends at the end of the last daylight (dusk) turn unless ONE player or one command elects by secret vote
(all players) to "actively" continue the battle into the night turns, At the end of the allotted number of night furns
all combat must stop and both player sides proceed to the BATTLEDAY INTERPHASE rules to set the figures up
for the next battleday.

t18.101 Determining if Active or Passive stance
t18.111 Both player team sides, by each command, vote in secret if the command will be "ACTIVE" or
"PASSM". Write or place a marker "A" or "P" next to each command's officer figure. Upon completion of
voting, both sides determine if any commands have voted to continue the battle by placing a active marker with the
command's officer figure. If NO active markers are discovered then NO night combat can take place and all players
proceed for BATTLEDAY interphase figure disposition and command reorganization rules found under 17.0 section
of the rules.
[1S.12] If a command(s) elects ACTIVE status then both player sides set up the battlefield for the night game turns.
Only one command is required to continue the battle into the night game turns.

U8.13] If Army Demoralization [15.90] is in effect only passive status can be chosen.

[18.20] Night combat formation set up
t18.211 To set the battlefieldfor the night game turns, both sides must close all skirmish (open) order formations
(Screens) down to their close order formation (either column or line) and these units may retire one movement
towards their other friendly units. No opportunity firepower is given for this action.

t18.22) All commands with a PASSIVE election will have their orders immediately changed to either a MARCH,
ENGAGE or RESERVE order marker. Change the order marker under the command's officer figure with a
MARCH, ENGAGE or RESERVE order marker depending upon what the senior order under the corp or army
command is for that command. During the night game turns a player may follow normal order change rules if the
command is "TRIGGERED" (18.24) by enemy actions to DEFEND order or remain under a MARCH, ENGAGE
or RESERVE order marker. Passive commands can never use a MANEUVER order during the night game turns
till triggered. At no time can the command go under a ATTACK order.

I18.231All commands which are ACTIVE continue with the orders they had at the last daylight turn. Follow rules
to change orders if different orders are required.

Il8.24l ACTIVE commands require no reaction trigger events. The PASSIVE command "reaction trigger" events
are:

a. Receive firepower from any enemy unit which didn't fire upon the receiving unit on the last
daylight game turn.

b. Enemy unit movement within visibility distance and towards the passive unit or a friendly unit.
c. Within the zone of a declared cavalry charge or countercharge.
d. Engaged in any form of Shock Combat after the last daylight turn shock combats are completed.

118.251 Any units which remain within firepower range and or under shock combat complete all possible Fire and
Shock Combat results. The Fire combat may continue for several night game turns till one side retires or both player
sides elect to stop firing upon each other's units.

[18.30] Night visibility and effect
t18.311 Night turn visibility is determined by the weather and aiailable moonlight strength. The cross-reference
visibility chart number is also given alongside. 1\

12" Full moon night, limited clouds. Chartg

$. ,t Any moonlit night with passing clouds. Chart $
?+" Dark night, heavy clouds or bad weather. Chart'10

t18.32] Units can "sense" the position or movement of enemy formations out to at least 8" or 12" if visibility is full
moon. Cavalry can declare a charge from 8" (or 12" if full moon) or counterch^rge at 4" .
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[18.33] Commanders morale radius is reduced to the visibilityrange.

[18.34] Scouting is available at night but add +2 to scout fate dice rolls.

t18.401 Movement restrictions

[18.41] All movement is at 50% of movement schedule on night game turns except;
a. Units in proper column formation (9.11)

b. For cavalry charge movement either declared or countercharge
c. Units marching within a fortress, along a road, trail or path using road mode movement.

U8/21Any Declared Cavalry Charge movement rolls on the following table for determining the actual direction
of the charge. Once determined, a player cannot alter the direction or angle of charge movement.

Roll 6D for each unit under a Declared Cavalry Charge

I or 2 Angle the cavalry unit to charge 22' left from center facing.
3 or 4 The Charge goes straight ahead with no directional change.
5 or 6 Angle the cavalry unit to charge 22' right from center facing.

[18.43] Active commands have no movement restrictions except noted 18.41 and 18.42 above.

tl8.44l Passive commands have the MARCH, DEFEND or ENGAGE order movement radius restrictions and/or
cannot move within 12" of a enemy unit or close the range between the units (if within '12" at start of the night
turns), until triggered by enemy actions outlined above in section 18.24. They may retire away from enemy units
to increase the distance between themselves and the enemy units.

118.501 Firepower reduction

t 18.511 All firepower is reduced by 25 % or down 1/4. Maximum range is same as visibility range in section 18.3 1 .

[18.52] PASSIVE commands may use firepower upon an enemy unit which fires upon them or any other enemy

,J unit within visibility range.

[18.60] Special Morale rules

U8.6U All Morale checks to rally a routing unit or declare any form of cavalry charge is -20%. Squares will take
morale checks for a declared cavalry charge/receiving check but will not suffer the declared cavalry charge morale
reduction. Morale checks for charging cavalry are reduced to 8" from the normal cavalry charge testing radius
distance of 12" to 16".

[18.621 No divisional cavalry charge bonus rule is available at night due to control problems.

t18.63] MFP rules apply at night. Upon reaching the MFP critical level any commands with ACTIVE election will
stop aggressive actions and become PASSIVE immediately and change the orders to MARCH, ENGAGE or
RESERVE. See section 18.22 and 18.41 above for passive restrictions.

t18.701 Special shock combat rules

[18.71] Shock combat is normal but PASSIVE commands suffer a -1 CMR for electing the passive mode during
the night. ACTIVE commands will suffer a -1 CMR for the first 9 turns of the next BATTLEDAY unless they rest
in position with a RESERVE order. If they cannot rest the entire 9 turns, then -2 for the 2nd group of 9 turns....-3
for the 3rd group etc. Passive commands on the next battleday sg{fer no reduction of CMR.

t1S.S0l Dawn Attacks \\

t18.811 Dawn attacks are not part of the night combat turns. Each player side can elect to use a 'DAWN ATTACK'
option if the commands involved didn't perform ACTIVE night combat.

t18.821 The players must note down before the completion of the battleday interphase and advise the game master
that they wish to perform a DAWN ATTACK on the other side. Both player side will finish the battleday interphase
and set the figures as if the battle will start again with the first daylight turn. At this moment the game master will
announce if any dawn attack options were noted by either player (team) side.

[18.83] Commands which have been assigned to perform the dawn attack will now act just like the "ACTIVE" and
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-PASSIVE" commands in night combat above (section 18.13). The -1.CMR for the passive commands will last for
the first 9 turns of the new battleday which is started on the DAWN ATTACK turn record line. After the 9th furn
the passive commands can change orders and go about the battle how ever they wish following the rules of the game
and the rules to change orders.
t18.841 When the Dawn attack fatigue turn is reached therommands which took part (ACTIVE) in the dawn attack
suffer a -1 CMR effect till the end of the day.
U8.851 Dawn attack ACTIVE commands cannot use night combat ACTIVE status on the night following a dawn
attack. They must use the PASSIVE option that night.
US.86l ACTIVE commands may start the dawn attack with any order or mix of orders based upon the Corp/Army
order marker restrictions.
t18.871 The PASSIVE commands either continue the new battleday with the same orders as the previous battleday
or are restricted to one of the following orders based upon what orders their Corpiarmy commander order marker
is. The orders can be; ENGAGE, MARCH or RESERVE. The ATTACK orders cannot be given till the start of
the 10th game turn. The DEFEND erder can only be used if "triggered" by enemy actions.


